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Note from the Editor
If you are wondering what an elephant is

Finally, I would like to encourage

doing on the cover of this edition of the IAP

you to submit articles for the newsletter!

newsletter, it is to celebrate the success of

Since taking over from the previous Editor

th

the recent 13 ICP in Nantes, France.

Soren Neilsen, I now understand first-hand

Congratulations to Christine Fourichon and

what a difficult job it is to create a

her team who hosted a memorable meeting

newsletter without much content – many

with a fantastic mix of excellent science and

thanks for your contribution over the past

social interactions.

years Soren.

There was some discussion at the

So, I hope you enjoy reading this

Annual General Meeting regarding

edition and once you are done, start

strategies which could be used to ensure

thinking about how you can contribute to

the success of the Association. I am seeking

the next one!

your input to maintain this newsletter as a

Kumi de Silva

vibrant and interactive part of the IAP. I am
happy to consider any ideas you have on
the type of content you would like to see in
the newsletter in relation to
paratuberculosis.

Hosts of the 12th, 13th and
14th ICP (Norma Arrigoni,
Christine Fourichon and
Gilberto Chavez)
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IAP business
The 13th ICP was hosted by Christine

There were 256 attendees at this

Fourichon and held in Nantes, France from

ICP from 29 countries. The IAP presented

20-24 June 2016. The program focused on

two Richard S. Merkel awards and five

the following five sessions

Helping Hands awards this year.

•

Infection course

•

MAP genomics and diversity

The Open Access subsidy has been

•

Diagnostics and detection

discontinued and the IAP Board will be

•

Exposure and transmission

investigating a new initiative to provide a

•

One health and control plans

subsidy to foster international collaboration

and included a workshop on modeling for

in research.

non-modelers. A stakeholder’s meeting
conducted in French was held
on the final day of the
conference.

Conference
dinner venue
Château des ducs
de Bretagne,
Nantes
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Reflections of the 13th ICP by the Richard Merkel awardees

Hannah Pooley and Caroline Ritter
Caroline Ritter (University of Calgary)
If I had to describe the ICP this year I

working on basic depression research in

would say that the colloquium was

Germany but quickly realized that I wanted

characterized by great presentations,

to do something that is more immediately

inspiring professional conversations and lots

applicable. In my PhD I now focus on how

of food during the days. The evenings were

we can more effectively motivate dairy

defined by even more food and

farmers to adopt recommended practices

conversations whose professionalism

for Johne’s disease prevention and control.

decreased quickly with the number of

This “health behavior” research has been

bottles of wine shared at our table, and

applied for decades in the human sector

occasionally ended in non-official adoption

(for example, what motivates people to

of foreign graduate students.

exercise regularly or make healthy food

My supervisor, Dr. Herman

choices). However, in veterinary medicine,

Barkema, had offered me a PhD position

the importance of taking psycho-

almost three years ago at the University of

sociological factors into account when

Calgary after I graduated from vet school in

motivating on-farm management changes

Germany. I have always been interested in

or developing control programs has only

research and especially human behavior.

been acknowledged in recent years. The

Therefore, after vet school, I started

decision of the scientific committee to give
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me the opportunity to present my research

and occasionally provides ideas for my own

at the ICP is a reflection of this shift in

research. Besides the presentations, this

mindset.

year I especially enjoyed the short

Although my own research deals

workshop on modelling. The organized

with a very particular aspect of Johne’s

events highlighted by the student tour

disease control, I always enjoy the

around Nantes, the wine and cheese tasting

presentations about different facets of the

or the gala dinner allowed for plenty of

same disease. I find that listening to these

social time and networking.

sessions immensely broadens my horizon

Hannah Pooley (University of Sydney)
The 13th International Colloquium on

they had been working on since the last

Paratuberculosis from my view was like the

colloquium, many of these people who have

Oscars for research. I remember the first

shaped the field we work in today. Then

night drinks at a small Irish pub (who

came the end of the first day and my

would have thought Irish pubs would be so

presentation, I was glad we had a podium I

popular in a medieval French town)

could hide my shaking knees behind! After

standing there with fellow students from

my presentation it suddenly occurred to me

my lab looking around the room at all the

that I had shared my work with

heavyweights of paratuberculosis research.

paratuberculosis celebrities, and they were

People whose work I had read and had

interested in what I had done, they wanted

informed my own, the great minds behind

to ask questions and talk to me after my

the great discoveries on paratuberculosis. I

presentation. They were actually really

half expected a camera crew and red

genuine and lovely people! This became,

carpet, flashing lights and maybe fireworks.

for me, one of the most striking factors of

The first day was like a blur for me,

ICP – all of the attending researchers were

not only was I fighting back an increasing

down to earth people who only wanted to

swarm of butterflies in my stomach, again I

help you in your endeavours.

was face to face with the celebrities of our

I have been involved in

field. Once announced each one walked the

paratuberculosis research since 2013 when

red carpet in their finery and presented the

I completed my undergraduate Honours

most interesting and important findings

project. I was then lucky enough to be
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offered a PhD continuing and extending my

Throughout the next few days I got

Honours work, on examining the immune

to hear from renowned researchers working

profiles of vaccinated livestock exposed to

in a wide spread of areas related to

MAP. As such, I have read my fair share of

paratuberculosis, from work done on cells

research on paratuberculosis and to finally

and genes all the way up to prevalence

meet the people behind this work and be

studies in an entire country. Amidst all of

able to ask them questions was an amazing

this we had copious amounts of coffee, a

experience. I have always made it my

three course French lunch every day and a

mission to work hard but also immerse

cheese and wine tasting event. To top off

myself in as many different experiences and

an exhilarating week I got to attend my

opportunities as I can. Being a recipient of

first international conference dinner in a

the Richard Merkal Fellowship which

castle, a truly magical experience and well

allowed me to attend this meeting gave me

suited to the calibre of celebrities who were

the opportunity to immerse myself in one of

in attendance at the ICP.

the most beneficial and exciting experiences
of my PhD thus far.

Staying in touch
The success of our Association depends heavily on the continued involvement of its members;
we need to interact not just at the biannual meetings but also in the years in-between. I would
like to encourage you to engage in these discussions via the website.

Paratuberculosis news
Would you like to let others know about the work your organisation does in relation to
paratuberculosis? Send information or photos for the next edition of the newsletter by clicking
here or interact with other members of the Association via the website.
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Upcoming events
The 14th ICP will be held in Cancun, Mexico from June 3-7 2018

The 15th ICP will be held Dublin, Ireland in 2020

Are there any other events you are aware of that could be of interest to other members of the
IAP? Click here to let us know.
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